Findings recorded in several earlier papers 1 have indicated the suggestive possibilities of the method of testing the theory of the geotropic orientation of young rodents by forcing them to carry added loads. In young rats the sensoriaUy equivalent bilateral excitation of tension-receptors excited during stepping determines the angle 0 of oriented progression on a surface of inclination a. 1 The distortion of the curve connecting 0 with a by the attachment of a small mass at a given position on the rat is entirely homologous in the case of two races of rats for which the respective 0-a curves are quite unlike. The attachment of the same mass at a different position produces a quite different deformation of the 0-a curve. The interpretation of these effects 1 has been given in terms of the manner in which the attached weight modifies the excitation of the fundamentally tripartite distribution of thresholds for excitation of the tension receptors concerned. The experiments have involved (a) placing a weight of 2.12 gin. on the back of young rats at hip level, and (b) placing the same mass at shoulder level. It has been pointed out that the extension of these experiments may permit one to locate anatomically the spatially distinct groups of receptor units clearly acted upon differentially by the differently placed additional masses. Qualitatively, the effect of an added load is similar to that in certain invertebrates (Crozier and Stier, 1928-29; Kropp and Crozier, 1928-29; Barnes, 1930; Hoagland and Crozier, 1931-32), and in the guinea pig (Upton, 1931-32). The point which now concerns us is the more detailed utilization of the effect as an aid to the localization of the receptors influential in determining 0 as a function of slope of surface.
(From the Laboratory of General Physiology, Harvard University, Cambridge) (Accepted for publication, December 22, 1931) I Findings recorded in several earlier papers 1 have indicated the suggestive possibilities of the method of testing the theory of the geotropic orientation of young rodents by forcing them to carry added loads. In young rats the sensoriaUy equivalent bilateral excitation of tension-receptors excited during stepping determines the angle 0 of oriented progression on a surface of inclination a. 1 The distortion of the curve connecting 0 with a by the attachment of a small mass at a given position on the rat is entirely homologous in the case of two races of rats for which the respective 0-a curves are quite unlike. The attachment of the same mass at a different position produces a quite different deformation of the 0-a curve. The interpretation of these effects 1 has been given in terms of the manner in which the attached weight modifies the excitation of the fundamentally tripartite distribution of thresholds for excitation of the tension receptors concerned. The experiments have involved (a) placing a weight of 2.12 gin. on the back of young rats at hip level, and (b) placing the same mass at shoulder level. It has been pointed out that the extension of these experiments may permit one to locate anatomically the spatially distinct groups of receptor units clearly acted upon differentially by the differently placed additional masses. Qualitatively, the effect of an added load is similar to that in certain invertebrates (Crozier and Stier, 1928-29; Kropp and Crozier, 1928-29; Barnes, 1930; Hoagland and Crozier, 1931-32) , and in the guinea pig (Upton, 1931-32) . The point which now concerns us is the more detailed utilization of the effect as an aid to the localization of the receptors influential in determining 0 as a function of slope of surface. GEOTROPIC ORIENTATION. V This involves careful scrutiny of the form of the 0-~ curve. When an additional load of 2.12 gin. is carried at shoulder level by rats 13 to 14 days old, of our race A,1 the orientation-angles at low values of a are below those obtained without the added weight, and at higher slopes above these angles. The form of the 0-a curve shows (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b ) that a small "additional" group of receptors is brought into play, at slopes of surface above a = 30 °, not perceptibly implicated when no added weight is carried nor when the weight is posteriorly located. The fact that whether the added mass is located anteriorly or posteriorly determines whether the orientation-angle shall be increased or decreased, by comparison with the curve for unloaded individuals at the same slope of surface, is sufficient to show the necessity for further analysis of the curve of orientation-angles. We have pointed out that in all probability the anteriorly situated additional mass, by moving the centroid of the total weight to a more anterior spot higher from the substratum, must, at adequate slopes of surface, force higher orientations (0) by endangering mechanical stability unless greater orientation is attained. This can be tested by dividing the added load in halves, one of which is affixed at hip level, the other in the "anterior position" at the shoulders. None of the effects described can be attributed merely to increase in the total weight involved. There is no correlation between orientation-angles and weight of individual, as we have already demonstrated. Other measurements made with litters of ages 13 to 24 days (the method of progression remaining comparable) show no changes of this character, nor any disturbance of the basic relation between 0 and a, although the weight of the animal has increased considerably; the reason for this does not concern us at the moment. The way in which the whole procedure is checked by the analysis of variation of performance (i.e., of 0) has been described. 1 This last is important because it is technically difficult to secure attachment of the added loads to different rats in exactly comparable places.
It has been of interest to endeavor to predict the outcome of placing 1.05 gm. both posteriorly and anteriorly on the back. The total load is then the same as when 2.1 gin. is carried in either position. But the torque effect due to shift of centroid should be largely eliminated. By comparison with the curve for unweighted individuals we then expect that (1) the threshold slope for significant orientation should be lowered; (2) at the new, lowered threshold (if accurately enough located) the orientation-angle should be that characteristic of the unweighted animals at their threshold slope; (3) for equivalent O's the corrected S.D. of mean 0 should be the same, for weighted and unweighted individuals; (4) the indices of variation should be the same for the two series; and (5) (save perhaps at the very highest workable slopes) the values of mean 0 should be constantly above those of the curve for orientation without weights, but not so high at low a's as with the posterior weight (2.1 gm.) alone. The reasons for these expectations are contained in the interpretation of the curve of distribution of thresholds for the tension-receptors concerned, and in the analysis of the thresholds and the variation of performance as governed by the numbers of these receptor units (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b) .
II
Three series of experiments were made, using the procedure earlier outlined (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a) . The data are set out in Table I and in Fig. 1 . They show at once that reproducible series are obtainable, in spite of the difficulty of adjusting the additional loads. This difficulty was greatest with the first series. They also show that the threshold slope for significant orientation has been lowered from ca. a = 20 ° to a = 15 ° by the weights, and that mean 0 at the new threshold is quantitatively equivalent to that without the presence of the weights. The curve lies, at low a's, below that for rats with the same total load (2.1 gin.) located posteriorly. Comparison of these series with those previously given (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a) for unweighted A rats shows that when N and n are equal, P.E.0 is essentially the same for corresponding magnitudes of 0. The variability number ([AP.E.0/0]/[A0]) for the series with two weights is given in Table II , and the proportionate modifiable variation. The graphs from which these and related quantities are computed are given in Figs. 2-8. Table II shows that the variability number computed in the usual way (V.N.) is of the same magnitude as in A animals without load, but is notably higher in Series I; Series II and III, as already intimated,
V were held to be more reliable; the total variation (area under the variability graph, Figs. 2, 6) is distinctly higher in the case of I.
TABLE I
Orientation-angles (0) for young rats of line A, creeping geotropically on a surface of inclination ~, with 1.05 gin. attached dorsally at shoulder level and 1.05 gin. at hip level. (For data on the orientation of unweighted rats of line A see: Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a, Table I ). The subscripts indicate the number of the close-inbred generation. Series I, 3 C C; II, 4 C C; III, 3 9 9, 1 o~; 20 = n, with every individual; t~mp. = 22-24°C. The total variation (P.E.0/0 vs. log sin a) averages 1.86 units, as contrasted with 1.3 units (corrected for N and for n) with unweighted litters. Greater difficulty was experienced in attaching weights with precision in Series I. The weights varied a little more than in II, III; in Series I, 1.06 4-0.015 gm., in II and in III, 1.05 ±0.01 gin. was attached at each place.
The slope aP.E.0/(~ sin a = 0.4) varies a good deal (0.9 to 1.7) in the three series, but the total variation differs not so greatly Table I . The dashed curve, for A rats without added load, is taken from Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a . The full curve is drawn without reference to the possibly significant "bump" at a = 20 °. The analysis of this curve (in Fig. 9 ) is not disturbed in such a way as to alter the main conclusions at all if this possible irregularity is taken into account.
although the percentage of this total which is modifiable appears to be much lower in Series I than in II and III. V.N. ~, a is higher than with sets of unweighted A rats, as with V.N. and V.N.0.
quite constant (3.0) for the three series, its magnitude being a little above that (2.3 to 2.8) for litters without weights, or with 2.1 gm. carried at shoulder level (Crozier and Pincus, b) , but about equal to V.N.e for animals with posterior load of 2.1 gin. (V.N.e = 3.06). The order of magnitude of this index of variability is essentially constant throughout, however. When comparison is made at equivalent orientation-angles (~), the relative variation (Figs. 3, 4) and the absolute scatter of £s ( the series compared. The reproducibility of the variation of ~ is in this respect remarkable. It gives striking support to the view that is a measure of the excitation involved in determining orientation, and that the variation of orientation at constant slope of surface is governed by the intensity of the excitation, as we have already assumed (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b, etc.) . When the ordinary situation as regards the orientation has been altered, as by the imposition of added loads, this phenomenon of parallelism of 0 and a0 is quantitatively unaltered. This gives a proof that the correspondence of the two quantities, extent of orientation and its variation, is determined by an organic property of the race of rats whose performance is measured. (A)20 III. The agreement of absolute magnitudes of relative variation of 0, at corresponding o's, is independent of the conditions of excitation as these are varied by altering the mechanical features of excitation; hence the dependence of variability of 0 upon the magnitude of the response must be due to an organic interdependence. The variation of ~0 with 0 (Fig. 4) shows that this is no arithmetic accident. The slightly higher values of P.E.°/0 for series Als probably do not differ significantly from the others, as similar slight differences are encountered with "identical" series. Data for Series Als, A19, taken from previous papers (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a) where the reason for a greater dispersion of g0 at the low-a end of the graphs is discussed. See Fig. 4 . by the increased definiteness of excitation due merely to the augmented mass carried. Ideally, the latter effect is largely ruled out by comparisons made at equivalent O's (Figs. 2, 3) . The fact that the proportionate modifiable variation is the same in the several series, as well as ~0 when considered as a function of 8, demonstrates the absence of influential "errors" of purely technical kind, although this may account for the detectable increase of total observed variation. The slight increase of percentage modifiable variation is in . Table II ).
all likelihood due to the fact that the threshold a for orientation has been more precisely located (a = 15 °) than in the case of the tests with unweighted A rats; correspondingly, in the series with posterior load (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b, p. 235) , where percentage modifiable variation (a ---20-70 °) was found "too low," it was certain that the real threshold for orientation was below a = 20 °. The location of the effective threshold for unweighted rats at a --18 ° rather than at a = 20 ° would bring the percentage modifiable variation for these to 65 per cent. To establish such small differences is a laborious matter, and the essential point can be approached more conveniently in other ways--notably by examining the form of the 0-a curve as a function of the age of the rats.
HI
The basic assumption of our analysis has been that orientation is no longe~ constrained, during upward turning, when excitation becomes equivalent upon the two sides. With an added load "asymmetrically" disposed, that is, unbalanced as regards fore-and-aft distribution, the additional pull is localized, and a turning momment is introduced upon the inclined surface. If the added load is so arranged as nearly to eliminate such torques and differential pulls, we expect a general, non-selective action more or less equally exerted upon all three of our main "groups of receptors." The effect of this, when 0 is plotted against log sin a, and ~0/zX log sin a against sin ~, must be expected to exhibit itself as a general flattening of the curve 0 vs. log sin a, and of its derivative. Fig. 1 has already shown this; the kind of discontinuity evident when the same total added load concentrated at one posterior point is transported, is nowhere clearly apparent) It becomes a very exacting test of the analysis already given (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, a, b) to see if for race A the total number of receptor units, and the numbers in each of the three recognizable subgroups of these, remain quantitatively unaltered when the form of the frequency distribution of their apparent thresholds is distorted, by carrying through the analysis without regard to the presence of the added weight and its effect upon the actual magnitude of the effective gravitational vector ("sin a"). The organic reality of these subgroups is already attested by their behavior in inheritance (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30, a, b; and subsequent papers) . Their nature as structurally distinct entities remains to be explored. Fig. 9 gives AO/~ log sin a from Fig. 1, plotted against sin a. A curve has been fitted to the 0 vs. log sin a plot (Fig. 1) , assuming as usual that no minor discontinuities are to be recognized. The behavior of the variability functions shows that this is legitimate. Cases do arise in which this assumption cannot be made, and in these the dispersions of the measurements also exhibit discontinuity (cf. a subsequent report). The posteriorly located weight would be ex- 0.6 0.8 1.0 ~in a Fro. 9. A0/~ log sin a ~s. sin a, for A rats with distributed load (2.1 gin.), heavy line. Thin line gives corresponding distribution of receptor-unit thresholds for A rats without added load. See discussion in text. The curve for the loaded rats is resolved into three portions, which are in the text compared with the homologous regions 1, 2, 3, in the case of the unweighted individuals.
pected, of itself (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30, b; 1931-32, b) , to raise a low-a segment of the curve, with decrease of its slope; the effect should not be so extreme with a 1 gm. weight as with 2 gm. (d. ). The anterior weight should, by itself, slightly lower this end of the graph, and at intermediate inclinations cause it to ascend more steeply to a point above the curve for unweighted rats, though not so steeply nor so far above as with twice the additional mass. If the torque effects are practically eliminated by the placing of the two weights, any averaging of the distortions of the 0-a curve due to the weights acting separately might or might not remove the flat intermediate portion appearing with posteriorly located weight alone. It seems to us unprofitable to stress the slight trace of flattening at a = 30 °, although a case might be made out for it (vide infra).
If we differentiate the curve in Fig. 1 , to obtain a picture of the relation of the effective distribution of the receptor thresholds involved, we must remember that the frequency of stepping is probably influenced in just the same way as 0 by the added load, so that the proportionality factor in the relationship of a0/~ log sin ~ to AR, the increment of activated tension receptors, would be expected to be different from that in the absence of the load. And if we plot A0/~ log sin a against "sin a," the units of the latter must be recognized as made larger, since the gravitationally effective pull has been increased, at each slope of surface, by the presence of the added mass. What we want, however, is a picture of the disturbance of the "call" upon tension receptors due to the added mass as compared with the situation in its absence. This is secured by plotting A0/A log sin a against sin a, without correction for the additional mass, since we desire to see how this mass will bring sense organs into action at lower slopes than in the absence of the mass. We have assumed, with reason (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30, b) , that any increase 40 in the excitation which 0 measures will be dependent upon (1) an increase in the total number of receptor units (R) involved and (2) an increase in the frequency (F) of their excitation per gross unit of time, or: ~o = K (AR) (zXF); since speed of progression was found to be a rectilinear function of log sin a (cf. ,
where g is the added mass (since the weight of the individual is without significance). But A log g = 0; hence the original formulation is usable; K' will have a lower value with the added weight, however, since ~F/A log sin a is less. In effect, the "sin a," without load~ becomes g sin a. Hence in the graph of A0/A log sin a vs. sin a the ordinates (Fig. 9) must be multiplied by a constant, if the curve is to be compared with that when no weight is added. The area under the graph, in other words, will be less than it "ought" to be, because the scale in which &R is measured has been contracted. This difficulty can be gotten around, for all practical needs, by using ratios of the sub-areas into which the graphs for A rats weighted and unweighted may be resolved.
It is to be understood that several kinds of approximations are employed in any such derivation. Their justification appears in the coherence of the analysis and in the cogency of the end result when it is tested by independent criteria. Fig. 9 gives the graph of &6/0 log sin a vs. sin a for the A rats with "distributed load." The curve for unweighted A rats is also included (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b) . The area under the former is 8.23 units, under the latter 10.4 units. The curve for the weighted animals is resolvable into three portions, indicated in Fig. 9 . The whole curve is flattened and pulled out to the left, as expected, and the maxima of its subcurves are moved to the left as compared with those for their homologues in the graph for unweighted individuals. The fact that Group 3 is deformed is consistent with the shift undergone by this group with anterior weight alone. The areas of the 3 subcurves ("Groups") are respectively: The ratios between these areas should be essentially constant, if the effect of the added load upon speed of progression is devoid of discontinuities. The only slight departure from constancy is with Group 3; the difficulty of fitting the upper limit of the curve is such that the slight departure is of no significance. The highest 0 attained is distinctly, though only slightly, above that measured without any added load (Fig. 1) . This effect is similar to that seen when an equivalent anterior load is carried (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b) ; the explanation there suggested was, that the elevation of the centroid of the mass transported in creeping brought into play receptor units outside the usual tripartite distribution ("Groups 1, 2, Y'), although only to a slight extent.
The difference previously encountered showed 1 ° additional in emax to be equivalent to 0.13 units of R area. The difference in ~,,ax is here 1 ° of arc, but the areal units are different, in the ratio unloaded:loaded: :1.26-:1. Hence if we subtract (0.13)/(1.26) from 8.23 units, a better basis may be obtained for the comparison of the areas of the several groups of receptors in the two cases. That is, the area under the curve in Fig. 9 for the weighted rats is "too large" by the amount corresponding to a 1 ° increase in e~x. If this increase is located in Group 2, its area should be diminished by 0.1 unit. The areal ratio for Group 2 then becomes 6.18/4.84 = 1.28, and the corrected areal ratio for the complete curves --10.4/8.13 = 1.28. One apparent difficulty with this interpretation is found in the threshold e. The threshold-e supposedly signifies the least (mean) excitation capable of forcing orientation of progression in rats of a given race. It should be constant, unless central nervous thresholds are affected. The presence of an added weight brings about this amount of excitation at a lower inclination of surface than suffices in its absence. Since at low inclinations (~) excitation-units of Group 1 are alone implicated, the curve is "cut off" at the lowest measurable. Its completed form cannot be determined. Threshold e measures the "missing" area under the curve; with and without weights these areas must be numerically identical, despite the implicit difference of ordinate scales. Hence the ratio of Areas 1 might not be significant. But since this ratio is the same as for Areas 2, it must be concluded that the "below threshold" excitation cannot be explored by this method; since there is no detectable orientation below threshold-e, the frequency distribution of tension thresholds for this portion of the total array cannot be expressed in the units employed, and therefore the "missing" area appears as zero, in the coordinates used. The tension receptor units excited below threshold slope do not affect the orientation process at any intensity of excitation. This is of course consistent with the parallelism between total area of receptor units and the index of modifiable variation (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32, b) .
SUMMARY
Young rats bearing a mass of 1.06 gin. both at shoulder level on tke back and posteriorly at the sacrum exhibit in their geotropic progression a relationship between angle ~ of oriented path and inclination ~ of substratum which differs from those obtained with rats of the same race carrying the same total added load concentrated ante~orly or posteriorly. The distributed load affects more or less equally all the groups of receptor units concerned in tension excitation. It is shown that the variation of orientation is organically determined, quantitatively, by the intensity of tension excitation, regardless of the imposition of the added loads. The bearing of these facts upon the theory of the geotropic orientation is discussed.
